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corded the responses of 189 medial superior temporal area (MST) A brief report of this work appeared previously (Duffy neurons by using optic flow, real translational movement, and com-1996) . bined stimuli in which matching directions of optic flow and real translational movement were presented together. One-half of the neurons (48%) showed strong responses to optic flow simulating M E T H O D S self-movement in the horizontal plane, and 24% showed strong Two adult Rhesus monkeys were used in these experiments and responses to translational movement. Combining optic flow stimuli remain the subjects of continuing studies. Behavioral parameters, with matching directions of translational movement caused substimulus presentation, and neuronal recordings were controlled by stantial changes in both the amplitude of the best responses (44% the real-time experimental system on a personal computer (Hays of neurons) and the strength of direction selectivity (71% of neuet al. 1982) . All protocols were approved by the University of rons), with little effect on which stimulus direction was preferred.
Rochester Committee on Animal Research and complied with Pub-However, combining optic flow and translational movement such lic Health Service and Society for Neuroscience policy on the that opposite directions were presented together changed the prehumane care and use of laboratory animals. ferred direction in 45% of the neurons with substantial changes in the strength of direction selectivity. These studies suggest that MST neurons combine visual and vestibular signals to enhance self-Optic flow stimuli movement detection and disambiguate optic flow that results from either self-movement or the movement of large objects near the Optic flow stimuli were identical under stationary and moving observer.
observer conditions with the projector and screen mounted on the sled so that they moved with the animal. Optic flow stimuli were created with a liquid crystal projector (Sony 8500U) back-project-
ing onto a (90Њ) 2 tangent screen. Stimuli were created off-line and shown as animated sequences in pseudorandom order. The stimuli consisted of 500 white dots (0.2Њ, 2.61 cd/m 2 ) on a dark back-
The medial superior temporal area (MST) of monkey ground (0.16 cd/m 2 ) with dot locations in the first frame assigned extrastriate cortex contains neurons with large receptive at random and then adjusted to assure uniform dot density. Subsefields, direction selectivity for visual motion, and response quent frames were projected at a 60-Hz frame rate with the location selectivity for particular optic flow stimuli (Duffy and Wurtz of each dot moving according to the algorithm for that stimulus. 1991a ,b, 1995 Graziano et al. 1994; Orban et al. 1992 ; Saito All dots had a limited screen lifetime randomly assigned from 16 Tanaka and Saito 1989) , making MST neurons to 2,000 ms with a constant, uniform dot density maintained across likely candidates for involvement in visual motion prothe stimulus. cessing for self-movement perception.
Twelve basic optic flow stimuli were used in the initial testing However, optic flow from self-movement can be indistinof each neuron; eight planar motion stimuli (45Њ intervals in 360Њ) simulated translation in the frontoparallel plane. Two radial motion guishable from the visual motion created by the movement stimuli (inward and outward) simulated translation along the anteof a large object near the observer (Cornilleau-Peres and roposterior axis. Two circular stimuli (counterclockwise and clock-Droulez 1994; Gibson 1954; Probst et al. 1986 ). To disamwise) simulated rotation around the anteroposterior axis.
biguate optic flow from object movement we might use ves-Eight other optic flow stimuli simulated the visual motion seen tibular (Israel et al. 1993; Young and Meiry 1968 ) signals by an observer during linear translation in the horizontal plane in about translational acceleration in the horizontal plane. Vesone of eight directions distributed at 45Њ intervals around 360Њ tibular input could be combined with optic flow signals to (Fig. 1A 
To test whether MST neurons are affected by vestibular
In all of the planar motion stimuli, dot speed was uniformly signals we recorded their responses to translational selfmaintained at 40Њ/s with dots disappearing at the terminal edge and movement on a motorized sled. A substantial number of reappearing at a location chosen to maintain uniform dot density. In MST neurons showed clear responses to translation moveall of the radial optic flow stimuli, dot speed increased as a sin(t) ment in darkness with most showing differences between * cos(t) function where t is the angle from the center of motion responses to optic flow alone versus optic flow with translain the stimulus to a given dot from the perspective of the observer.
Dot speed was set to 40Њ/s at points that were 22.5Њ from the center tional movement. These findings suggest that MST neurons flow studies, we accepted this nonnaturalistic property to maintain a constant speed range comparable with speeds in other stimuli. Outward radial dots disappeared by going off the outer edge or by lifetime expiration; inward radial dots disappeared when they increased local dot density near the center of motion or by lifetime expiration. Dots in radial patterns were replaced at locations chosen to optimize stimulus density homogeneity.
Translational movement stimuli
Translational movements were made with the monkey chair mounted on two double-rail drive systems (Acutronic, Fig. 1B ). The 1 1 2 m movement platform could be moved 125 cm from center in any direction at speeds°100 cm/s and accelerations°1 00 cm/s 2 . Table movements were controlled with position feedback from the motors providing good position and speed stability but not specifically controlling performance in the acceleration domain. The table carries the neurophysiological and eye coil recording systems with the monkey. The visual stimulation system is mounted to rear-project onto the tangent screen 48 cm from the animal. The frame of the eye coil system is covered by black, opaque plastic that encloses the animal and limits its field of view to the projection screen.
The onset time of motion is commanded by the experimental control computer with direct feedback from the controller so that the time of motion onset is precisely matched to other conditions in each experimental trial. In addition, feedback from the translator's position sensing system is passed to the experimental control computer, sampled at 125 Hz, and stored in the analog data record of each trial. In the current experiments we operated the system in the range of 10-60 cm/s maximum speed and 10-60 cm/s 2 peak acceleration to be above the human vestibular threshold (Benson et al. 1986 ) and below the level at which mechanical effects prevent stable recordings from single neurons.
Surgical procedures
Surgical preparation of the animal began with sedation by ketamine (15 mg/kg im) and Robinul (0.011 mg/kg im), followed by venous catheterization and endotracheal intubation. A surgical plane of anesthesia was induced with inhaled isoflurane with heart rate, blood oxygen saturation, and reflex functions monitored throughout the procedure. Scleral search coils were surgically implanted around the limbus of both eyes (Judge et al. 1980) . Plastic recording cylinders were placed over 2-cm trephine holes centered at stereotaxic positions of 02 mm anteroposterior and {15 mm mediolateral to access area MST in both hemispheres. A plastic head holder was placed in the midline behind the supraorbital ridge, and all prostheses were encased in a dental acrylic cap. Postoperative analgesia with Banamine (1 mg/kg im) was administered as judged appropriate by the veterinary staff. During training and recording sessions the monkey sat in a priprojected on to a (90Њ) 2 screen to simulate observer self-movement in eight directions in the horizontal plane. To simulate forward self-movement (90Њ) mate chair for°6 h while performing visual fixation of a red spot we presented symmetric, radially expanding optic flow with the center of for liquid reward. The monkey's eye position was monitored with motion in the center of the screen. B: 2-dimensional sled system was used the magnetic search coils (Robinson 1963) to require that the eyes to present translational movement stimuli, moving the chaired animal and remained within the fixation window, centered on the fixation point visual stimulation system in the horizontal plane. Sled stimuli consisted of 8 at the center of the screen, during all stimulus periods. After each directions of translational movement (0-315Њ) matching to the 8 directions session the animal was returned to the vivarium. simulated with the optic flow stimuli.
Recording sessions were begun when the animal consistently succeeded in ¢90% of the training trials with a square fixation window 3Њ on each side and presenting the stimuli to be used in of motion such that they simulated observer translational toward or away from the stimulus plane at 0.5 m/s. Because dot speed at the studies. During recording sessions the fixation window was expanded to 6Њ per side so that saccades from the fixation point a given location did not increase across successive frames, the outward radial stimuli simulate approach toward a surface that does aborted a trial, but shifts of the system after hundreds of movement trials were tolerated without recalibration. In all studies, eye posi-not get perceptibly closer during the stimulus. As in previous optic tion was visually monitored to confirm accurate and consistent maximal stimulated activity and dividing the result by the square root sum of the variances of control and stimulated activity. This fixation under all stimulus conditions. Each trial began with the appearance of the red fixation point provided a measure of the magnitude of the effect of the stimulus that is adjusted for the background firing rate of each neuron and 0.3Њ in diameter and located at the center of the screen. The monkey was required to fixate the red spot within 500 ms and continue the variability in the background and evoked activity. We also used this t-statistic to compare the optic flow and translational movement fixation until the end of the trial. Visual motion stimuli of 2-s duration and/or translational movement stimuli of 4-to 5-s dura-responses with the control activity level with Student's t-test (P õ 0.01). Statistically significant responses were labeled on all tion were presented with a 2-to 5-s intertrial interval. In most studies that compared visual, movement, and combined stimuli data plots with filled symbols. these were presented in a randomly interleaved sequence along with control trials in which the fixation point appeared but no optic Circular statistical analysis flow or translational movement stimulus was presented. Studies combining visual and movement stimuli with different directions Mean discharge rates were displayed in polar plots having eight presented together (anticongruent combination stimuli) were conlimbs, one for each direction of observer self-movement simulated ducted as a separate block of trials with pseudorandomly sequenced by optic flow and/or induced by translational movement. The dicombinations of the visual and movement stimuli.
rection in which the limb extends from the origin represents the direction of simulated or translational observer movement; the
Neurophysiologic techniques
length of each limb represents the mean discharge rate evoked by that stimulus. The control activity level was depicted as a dotted We used epoxy coated tungsten microelectrodes (Frederick line circle on these polar plots with its center at the origin of the Haer, 1.5-2.0 MV at 1 kHz) that were advanced by a hydraulic polar plot and a radius on the scale of the limbs in the polar plot. microdrive (Frederick Haer). A positioning grid was secured
The direction and amplitude for each response limb was used within the recording cylinder to locate recording sites and tempoin algorithms for describing directional data by a net vector rarily fix a transdural needle placed to a depth of 3-5 mm above (Batschelet 1981; Mardia 1972) . The net vector is the vector sum the cortical target (Crist et al. 1988 ). The activity of single neurons of the response limbs and summarizes the entire response profile was digitized with a window discriminator and stored with stimulus in its mean direction and resultant length. The net vectors were and behavioral event markers.
plotted in each polar plot as a bold line on the same scale as the The discharges of single neurons were electrically isolated while response limbs and reflect the magnitude and direction selectivity the animal was engaged in the behavioral task with the presentation of the responses. of optic flow stimuli. If stable recording was attained the neuron We calculated the mean resultant length of the net vectors that was tested with hand-held projectors, first with a 3-to 6-cm 1 10normalizes resultant length for response magnitude by dividing the to 20-cm white bar and then a (20-60 cm) 2 random dot pattern, resultant length by the sample size, the total number of spikes. to map the receptive field and derive an initial impression of visual This measure allows the quantitative comparison of the strength movement responsiveness and directional preferences. Neurons of direction preferences between neurons having different average having large visual receptive fields with direction selective visual activity levels. We used the Rayleigh Z statistic to test whether motion sensitivity were accepted as putative MST neurons for the net vector of a a response profile indicated the existence of a further study. Neurons that satisfied some of the visual response directional preference as the square of the mean resultant length criteria or responded to translational movement and were located multiplied by the total number of spikes. A threshold value of Z near typical MST neurons were also studied.
¢ 4 was used as in a previous study of MST responses (Duffy When the location of likely MST neurons was established, we and Wurtz 1997) and approximating a significance level P õ 0.05. obtained magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of the brain with a This statistic is used as a measure of the directionality in a response microelectrode located near an optimal recording site and the transprofile, indicating whether there is a clear preferred direction in dural needle removed to lessen metal artifact. The animal underany given circular distribution. went general anesthesia (xylazine 1.5 mg/kg, ketamine 15 mg/kg, Robinul 0.011 mg/kg iv) and was placed into an MR compatible stereotaxic head-holder (Crist). Scanning was conducted on a 1.5-R E S U L T S T magnet (General Electric) obtaining sagital images through both hemispheres by a fast-spoiled gradient echo technique. The micro-We studied 189 neurons recorded in the STS of three electrode was tracked from its location in the positioning grid to hemispheres from two monkeys. Recordings were preceded its terminus in the anterior bank of the superior temporal sulcus by mapping the receptive field boundaries of each neuron; (STS), confirming a recording site in area MST. The receptive neurons having large receptive fields with directional refield dimensions of the neurons are consistent with previous desponses preferring pattern stimuli were tested with optic flow scriptions of MST (Duffy and Wurtz 1995; Komatsu and Wurtz stimuli. Each study began with the presentation of 12 optic Tanaka et al. 1986 ) with 66% (120/182) occupying at least flow stimuli (8 planar, 2 radial, and 2 circular stimuli) to a quadrant of the stimulus area. characterize the visual response properties of the neuron. If stable recording was maintained studies proceeded as de-Data analysis tailed below.
Neuronal discharge records were plotted as spike rasters and spike density histograms in which discharges were replaced by 20-Responses to optic flow simulating translation in the ms-wide Gaussian pulses, averaged across trials, and converted to horizontal plane spikes/s (MacPherson and Aldridge 1979). We measured response amplitude as the mean rate of neuronal discharge during the stimu- shows a mean direction that is to the left of forward and a resultant length that is greater than any of the individual responses. This suggests a clear preference for optic flow stimuli simulating the leftward and forward direction of selfmovement. Each neuron's largest response to optic flow was measured as a t-value, normalized to its control activity by calculating the difference between the response and the control and dividing by the square root of their summed variances. The distribution of these t-values is shown in Fig. 3A for the neurons tested with optic flow. For the degrees of freedom in these studies, t-values ú3 would be significant (P õ 0.01). As shown here, almost one-half (48%, 72/150) of the neurons generated responses in that range, reflecting large responses to optic flow.
We measured the strength of each neuron's direction selectivity for optic flow by using the mean resultant length of the polar distribution. The mean resultant length is the resultant length of the net vector ( Fig. 2B , heavy line) adjusted to account for overall response amplitude and scaled to range from 0 (minimal directionality) to 1 (maximal directionality) (Batschelet 1981) . The mean resultant length of the net vector for the polar response profiles of each neuron shows a fairly uniform assortment of preferred directions ( Fig. 3B ). Most neurons (70%, 105/150) show some degree of direction selectivity with mean resultant lengths ú0.2; for comparison, the distribution in Fig. 2B has a mean resultant length of 0.49. Thus, many of these neurons show direction selective responses to the eight optic flow patterns simulating self-movement in a horizontal plane.
Responses to translational movement stimuli
Translational movement was created with a two-dimensional sled system, occluding the monkey's view but for the projection screen ( Fig. 4A ). Eight directions of translational movement were presented to match the eight directions of movement simulated with optic flow. The sled followed straight-line paths from the center of the system to the periphery or from the the periphery to the center (Fig. 4B ). We used trapezoidal velocity waveforms consisting of a FIG . 2. Responses of an medial superior temporal area (MST) neuron with strong direction selectivity for optic flow. A: spike density histograms 1-s period of acceleration, a 2-or 3-s period of steady speed (top) and raster displays (bottom) show responses to 12 presentations of movement, and then a 1-s period of deceleration ( Fig. 4C ). each stimulus. Responses are arranged so that their relative position corre-The steady speed used in these studies was 30 cm/s, with sponds to the direction of simulated self-movement ( Fig. 1A) ; the fixation accelerations and decelerations at 30 cm/s 2 . during steady speed movement that gradually subsides dur-Filled symbols at the end of each limb mark responses that are significantly different from the control activity level (Student's t-test, P õ 0.01). The ing deceleration. A smaller transient response is seen in the heavy bar in the polar plot represents the net vector, derived by summing deceleration period of the response to translational movethe vectors of each response, and here indicating a strong preference for ment in the opposite direction (rightward). The latter rethe left-and-forward direction of simulated self-movement. sponse can be attributed to the fact that the forces experienced during acceleration in one direction are the same as those experienced with deceleration in the opposite direction. 360Њ (Fig. 1A) . Figure 2 shows the responses of a neuron to the eight optic flow stimuli demonstrating excitation by Thus this neuron shows acceleration responses along with sustained activation during steady speed movement to leftward and forward optic flow and inhibition by leftward and backward. This direction selectivity is evident in the the left.
We focused our analysis of translational movement re-polar plot response profile (Fig. 2B) A: percentage of neurons (ordinate) in which the amplitude of the largest response yielded the given tvalue (abscissa) in comparison with activity during unstimulated control trials. Values of ¢3 are significant at the P õ 0.01 level for the degrees of freedom in these studies (df ¢ 10). As shown here, 48% (72/150) of the neurons generated responses in that range. B: net vectors from each neuron's responses to the optic flow stimuli. The direction of each limb is the mean direction from the net vectors; their length is the mean resultant length of those net vectors normalized for overall response amplitude so they range from 0 to 1. ation responses yielded similar results. The polar plot in Fig. directional effects, confirming the link to the direction of animal movement rather than any potential artifact related 5B is based on the steady speed responses and shows large excitatory response to leftward movement with a much to the direction of sled movement. We also tested whether apparent movement of the fixation point, induced by transla-smaller response to rightward movement.
The amplitude of translational movement responses was tional movement, might contribute to these responses. In 21 neurons we repeated translational movement studies in light-measured by the same means applied to the optic flow responses. The largest amplitude translational movement re-tight darkness, shutting-off the fixation point during movement, and finding no significant changes in neuronal re-sponse was compared with control activity for each neuron by calculating a t-value. Figure 6A shows that 24% (35/ sponses. 146) of the neurons yielded a t-value ú3, one-half as many neurons as reached this level with optic flow stimulation. Responses to combined optic flow and translational Direction preferences for translational movement were determovement mined for each neuron with the net vector from the polar plots. The polar distribution of the net vectors is shown in To see how MST neurons might combine visual and vestibular signals about self-movement we compared activity Fig. 6B with a large number of small effects and only 13% (19/146) of the neurons showing mean resultant evoked by optic flow alone, translational movement alone, and combined optic flow and translational movement. In the lengths ú0.2. The smaller responses to translational movement, compared with those evoked by optic flow, do not combined stimuli, the same eight directions of optic flow and translational movement were always presented with necessarily account for the smaller mean resultant lengths because mean resultant length adjusts for overall response matching directions, that is, rightward translational movement was presented with the leftward visual motion optic amplitude. These findings suggest that there is far less direction selectivity in the translational movement responses than flow stimulus, forward translational movement was presented with the centered outward radial optic flow stimulus, in the optic flow responses. Thus a substantial number of MST neurons respond to translational movement in dark-etc. (Fig. 1A) . The optic flow stimuli were presented in the 2-s steady speed period of the translational movement stimuli ness, but the responses are generally smaller and show less direction selectivity than the responses to optic flow.
(see Fig. 4C ), and combined responses were measured during that period for comparison with responses to optic flow We tested whether responses to translational movement stimuli might reflect events accompanying the animal's and translational movement presented alone. Figure 7 shows the responses of an MST neuron to optic movement rather than the movement itself. Vocal and mechanical noises made during receptive field mapping did flow alone (A), translational movement alone (B), and combined optic flow and translational movement (C). The spike not evoke responses, and we heard no sounds during sled movement that might account for the direction selectivity or density histograms show strong direction selective responses to optic flow, with strong excitatory responses to optic flow time course of the translational movement effects. Furthermore, loud high-pitch tones were delivered to indicate a simulating left-forward self-movement and strong inhibitory responses to many other optic flow stimuli (Fig. 7A) . In successful trial, and loud low-pitch tones were delivered to indicate a failed trial; neither evoked responses. To control contrast, translational movement evoked strong directionselective responses with backward movement (Fig. 7 B) . for directional cues from sled movement, we repeated the movement studies in 28 neurons after rotating the monkey Combined optic flow and translational movement evoked responses that combined the responses to optic flow and 180Њ to face a light-emitting diode suspended at the back of the enclosure. All of the neurons showed a reversal of translational movement presented separately (Fig. 7C) . The J887-7 / 9k2d$$oc08 09-10-98 07:58:21 neupal LP-Neurophys Fig.  3) . A: percentage of neurons in which the amplitude of the largest response yielded the given t-value in comparison with control activity. Twenty-four percent (35/146) of the neurons generated responses with significant t-values (¢3). B: net vectors from each neuron's responses to the translational movement stimuli. The mean resultant lengths of these responses are smaller than those evoked by optic flow, suggesting that less direction selectivity is evoked by translational movement.
Across neurons in the sample we observed a similar con-24/63) and circular (51%, 32/63) neurons, with about the same number of neurons having larger responses to optic tinuum of effects in responses to combined stimuli. In some cases, the response profiles to combined stimuli were not flow alone or combined stimuli (Fig. 9, A and B) . (For comparison, the change in Fig. 8B is a decrease with a ratio substantially different from those evoked by optic flow alone (Fig. 8A) or translational movement alone (Fig. 8B) . In of 1.15; the change in Fig. 8C is an increase with a ratio of 1.57.) Thus a number of both radial and circular neurons other cases, responses to optic flow and translational movement were combined in the responses to combined stimuli. showed substantial response changes with the addition of translational movement to radial optic flow stimuli. In some cases there were additive combinations of the optic flow and translational movement responses (Fig. 8C ). In
We also examined the effects of translational movement on the direction selectivity of optic flow responses, mea-other cases there were combination responses that appeared to suppress activation seen when optic flow was presented sured as the ratio of the mean resultant lengths to optic flow alone and to combined stimuli. Adding translational alone (Fig. 8D ). Thus MST neurons showed a wide variety of response changes with the addition of translational move-movement caused substantial changes in mean resultant lengths ( ratios ú 1.25 ) in radial ( 72%, 45 / 63 ) and circular ment to optic flow stimuli, suggesting the potential for their differentiating between these conditions.
( 70%, 44 / 63 ) neurons ( Fig. 9, C and D ) , with more neurons preferring optic flow alone ( radial, 49%; circular, 55% ) than the combined stimuli ( radial, 23%; circular, Contributions of optic flow and translational movement to 15% ) . Thus radial and circular neurons show substantial combined responses increases or decreases in direction selectivity with the addition of translational movement to optic flow. In examining the effects of translational movement on the The general lack of an effect of translational movement magnitude of responses we considered the possibility that on the preferred direction of responses to combined stimuli there might be larger effects in neurons that are more selecis illustrated in Fig. 10 . The scatter plot in Fig. 10A shows tively responsive to visual simulations of translational movethe mean direction of the net vector of responses to optic ment. To address this issue we compared radial optic flow flow alone (abscissa) and to translational movement alone and translational movement responses in neurons that (ordinate) for each neuron. The broad scatter of points shows showed stronger responses to radial versus circular optic that there is no clear relationship between the preferred direcflow stimuli. Radial and circular preferring neurons were tion in responses to optic flow and to translational moveidentified based on responses in our preliminary study of ment. The presence of only four filled dots indicates that each neuron by using the same 12 basic optic flow patterns only those few neurons had strong direction selectivity (Ray-(8 planar, 2 radial, and 2 circular) used in earlier studies of leigh Z ¢ 4) in both studies. The scatter plot in Fig. 10B MST Wurtz 1995, 1997 ). We considered all shows similar mean directions in responses to optic flow neurons with at least one significant radial or circular re-(abscissa) and combined (ordinate) stimuli, with 50% (65/ sponse and classified each neuron according to whether the 131) of the neurons having strong direction selectivity in largest of those responses was evoked by radial (n Å 63) both studies. These findings suggest little effect of translaor circular (n Å 63) motion. Response amplitude changes tional movement on the preferred direction of responses to were measured as the ratio of the best response to optic flow combined stimuli. alone compared with the response evoked by that stimulus when it was combined with translational movement. The However, translational movement did exert some directional influences, as suggested by the analysis of the strength addition of translational movement caused substantial response amplitude changes (ratios ú 1.25) in radial (38%, of direction selectivity in the combined responses (Fig. 9 C and D). The directional effects of translational movement are seen by comparing responses with congruently combined optic flow and translational movement (matching directions presented together) with responses to anticongruently combinations (opposite directions presented together). Figure  11A is from a neuron with only small responsives to translational movement alone (left graph, ---) and responses to optic flow alone (left graph, ) that are much the same as responses to congruently combined stimuli (right graph,
). Nevertheless, translational movement could have a substantial effect on this neuron's responses as shown by the loss of direction selectivity produced by anticongruent combination stimuli (right graph, ---) . A different type of effect is evident in the responses shown in Fig. 11B , with left-forward and right-backward preferences for optic flow alone (left graph, ) and forward preferences for translational movement (left graph, ---). With congruent combination stimuli the left-forward stimulus is preferred ( right graph,
), but with anticongruent combination stimuli the left-backward direction of optic flow is preferred (right graph, ---).
The results of such studies are shown in Fig. 12 as a scatter plot of the mean direction in responses to congruent (abscissa) and anticongruent (ordinate) combination stimuli. Over one-half of the neurons (55%, 41/75) showed similar mean directions (°45Њ) in these studies; the remaining neurons (45%, 34/75) showed different mean directions with a tendency toward 180Њ differences. Changes in mean direction were more common in neurons with weaker directionality, but both groups showed comparable effects of anticongruent combination stimuli on the strength of their direction selectivity. (The ratios of the larger over the smaller mean resultant lengths were ú1.25 in 56% of the neurons that maintained their direction preferences and in 69% of the neurons that changed their direction preferences.) These studies confirm that translational movement can have a substantial effect on directionality in responses to combined stimulation, although these effects may not be evident in responses to congruently combined stimuli.
D I S C U S S I O N

Responses to visual and vestibular stimuli
The current studies are the first use of optic flow stimuli simulating translational self-movement in directions distributed around the observer in the horizontal plane (Fig. 1) . We found unidirectional variation of response amplitude with the direction of simulated movement around the observer (Fig.  2) , showing response amplitude and direction selectivity (Fig. 3) (Duffy and Wurtz 1991a) . Taken topresentations with the vertical bar marking the beginning of the 4-s perigether, these studies suggest that MST neurons might supstimulus period. Icons represent the 4-s peristimulus period for each data port self-movement perception in spherical coordinates set, graphing translational movement speed and shading the optic flow around the observer (Duffy and Wurtz 1995) . showing strong direction selectivity for optic flow simulating left-forward (135Њ) self-movement, with no response to translational movement alone, and a response to combined stimulation similar to that obtained with optic flow alone. B: neuron showing little direction selectivity for optic flow presented alone but strong direction selectivity for left-forward translational movement alone (135Њ) and a response to combined stimulation like that obtained with movement alone. C: neuron preferring optic flow simulating backward self-movement (270Њ) and a strong preference for backward translational movement with a response to combined stimulation that combines the responses to optic flow and movement. D: neuron preferring optic flow simulating backward self-movement (270Њ) and no response to translational movement with combined optic flow and movement appearing to suppress the optic flow response. FIG . 9. Both radial and circular preferring neurons showed substantial effects of combining radial optic flow with translational movement. A-D: each graph shows the percentage of neurons (ordinate) vs. the ratio of the larger response amplitude over the smaller response amplitude (abscissa). Neurons having larger responses to optic flow alone are represented on the left side of each graph, and neurons having larger responses to optic flow with translational movement are represented on the right. A and B: effects of translational movement on responses to the preferred optic flow stimulus for radial (A) and circular (B) preferring neurons. Substantial effects of adding translational movement (ratios ú1.25) were seen in 38% (24/63) of radial neurons and 51% (32/63) of circular neurons, with about equal numbers of neurons preferring optic flow alone and optic flow with translational movement. C and D: effects of translational movement on the strength of direction preferences as measured by the mean resultant length of the response profiles. Substantial effects of adding translational movement (ratios ú1.25) were seen in 72% (45/63) of radial neurons and 70% (44/63) of circular neurons. Two to 3 times more neurons showed larger mean resultant lengths to optic flow alone (radial, 49%; circular, 55%) and showed larger mean resultant lengths to optic flow with translational movement (radial, 23%; circular, 15%). to body rotation in darkness suggest input from the semicircular canals to MST ( Thier and Erickson 1992 ) and the nearby superior temporal polysensory area ( Hietanen and Perrett 1996 ) . Thus translational movement responses may reflect otolithic activation such that MST is the first identified cortical center combining visual and vestibular signals about translational self-movement.
Interactions between visual and vestibular responses
A variety of visual-vestibular interactions were revealed in comparisons among responses to optic flow, translational movement, and combined stimuli (Figs. 7 and 8) . To characterize the effects of adding translational movement to optic flow stimulation we compared responses with both sets of stimuli and found enhancing and suppressive effects on response amplitude in 44% of the neurons and on the strength of direction selectivity in 71% of the neurons (Fig. 9) . These effects were equally evident in both radial and circular selective neurons such that vestibular signals from translational movement alter the activity of all MST neurons. This suggests that MST relies on visual signals to provide most of its response selectivity for translational versus rotational observer movement. This is consistent with the relatively subtle direction selectivity to translational movement ( Fig. 6 B ) with little effect on direction preferences to combined stimuli ( Fig.  10 B ) . The effects of translational movement on directionality to combined stimuli were more evident in comparisons between responses to congruently combined stimuli ( matching optic flow and translational movement directions presented together ) and responses to anticongruently combined stimuli ( opposite directions presented together ) . between responses to optic flow and congruently combined there is no evident relationship between the mean directions of responses to optic flow (abscissa) and translational movement (ordinate). That only stimuli ( Fig. 11 ) . 4 neurons showed strong direction selectivity in both studies (filled dots)
The observation that 45% of the neurons change direcreflects the lack of strong direction selectivity in the movement responses. tion preference with anticongruent combination stimuli B: many neurons showed clear similarities in the mean directions of their ( Fig. 12 ) shows that translational movement can alter reresponses to optic flow (abscissa) and combined optic flow and movement (ordinate). These similarities were most pronounced in neurons that showed sponse directionality. However, comparisons between optic strong direction selectivity in both studies (filled dots). flow and congruent combination responses ( Fig. 10B ) did not show changes in direction preference. Together these findings suggest that the directional influences of optic flow tion screen ) or auditory cues, and no auditory responand translational movement may be aligned in these neusiveness was detected. Fixation control was maintained, rons. Considered in the context of substantial effects of and potential effects of the fixation point were excluded in combined stimulation on response amplitude and direction studies conducted in total darkness with the fixation point selectivity, our findings suggest that visual -vestibular inblinked out during movement. Nevertheless, some neurons teractions strengthen the activation of some neurons and showed clear responses to translational movement in darkdecrease responsiveness and selectivity in others. Thus, to ness ( Fig. 5 ) , but most responses were smaller and less derive enhanced heading detection from these visual -vesdirectional than the visual responses ( Fig. 6 ) . MST is surtibular interactions, there must be a mechanism for selectrounded by cortical vestibular areas including area 2v ing the output of the subpopulation of MST neurons that ( Buttner and Buettner 1978; Fredrickson et al. 1966 ; show greater responsiveness and selectivity during ob-Schwarz and Fredrickson 1971 ) , area 7 ( Faugier-Grimaud server self-movement. and Ventre 1989; Ventre and Faugier-Grimaud 1988 ) , the These findings extend observations of visual cortical parietoinsular vestibular cortex, and the retroinsular area neurons that are influenced by vestibular signals ( Denney Guldin et al. 1992 ) . MST and Adorjani 1972; Horn et al. 1972; Tomko et al. 1981 ) . may itself receive projections from the vestibular nuclei, This demonstration of multisensory integration of selfas suggested by tracer injections ( Faugier-Grimaud and movement cues supports the proposal that MST plays a critical role in the perception of self-movement ( ) and slight rightward movement preferences (left graph, ---). With congruently combined stimuli this neuron showed a strong preference for left-forward optic flow (right graph, ), but with anticongruently combined stimuli it showed a much weaker preference for that stimulus (right graph, ---). B: neuron showing left-forward (135Њ) and right-backward (315Њ) responses to optic flow (left graph,
) and forward responses (90Њ) to movement (left graph, ---). With congruently combined stimuli this neuron preferred left-forward (135Њ) optic flow (right graph, ), but with anticongruently combined stimuli it preferred right-backward (315Њ) optic flow (right graph, ---). Wurtz 1991a Wurtz , 1995 Wurtz , 1997 Graziano et al. 1994; Orban et al. 1992; Saito et al. 1986; Tanaka and Saito 1989 ) . The absence of strong direction preferences in many responses to translational movement but a clear impact of combined stimulation on the magnitude and direction selectivity of optic flow responses suggests that vestibular signals mainly augment visual input about heading. These findings are consistent with the conclusions of Telford et al. ( 1995 ) , who found that humans use vision to accurately judge heading regardless of the presence of vestibular input, although vestibular input can guide accurate heading judgments in the absence of vision.
Vestibular signals about self-movement might help to resolve ambiguities in optic flow by selecting subpopulations of MST neurons, activating some neurons, and inactivating others. Some MST neurons are tuned to respond when optic flow is seen in the absence of translational self-movement, whereas other MST neurons are tuned to respond when optic flow is combined with translational self-movement. Thus optic flow that might result from observer or object movement could be disambiguated by combining visual and vestibular signals in area MST. University of Rochester Medical Center, 601 Elmwood Ave., Rochester, one-half ( 45%, 34 / 75 ) showed substantial changes in mean direction NY 14642-0673. with reversal of the direction of movement, many tending toward 180Њ rotations of the mean direction in responses to the anticongruently combined stimuli.
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